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You have come to the end of the Unleash Your Pleasure Program!
 

I am celebrating YOU! I am celebrating how far you have come!
Know that this is not the end, it is just the beginning.

You have so many tools, to come back to, so many meditations, tricks,
mindset journaling prompts to keep you re-connecting to your pleasure

filled essence.
 

Know that living a turned-on life is YOU continousily choosing YOU. 
Every day, every minute of the day. Through a simple practice, like

breathing deeper, slowing down, sensually/lovingly slowly touching and
stroking your own body, connecting to Mother Earth and the Divine.

These simple tools you can add into your daily live with ease. They take a
few seconds of your focus and attention. But can shift your whole day and

energy field!!
 

You now also have access to a whole lot of deeper practices, that you can
choose from. Allow yourself to plan in weekly, bi-weekly or monthly, some

of these deeper practices to keep yourself open and in alignment with
pleasure.

 
Allowing yourself to grow more.

It comes down to keep choosing, to keep returning your focus on YOU and
your sensations, emotions and feelings. Know that you can feel even more
pleasure!! Your pleasure can grow and expand in ways you cannot imagine

right now.
Keep giving yourself permission to live a turned-on life!!

 
When you stick to this, and do it consistently, magic happens!!!
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What do you need to do every day, every week to keep up where you
are now and to expand from where you are now?

Which practices are a weekly MUST for you to stay open and connect
to your inner nature, pleasure, power and playful self?

How can you make sure you DO what you need to do, so you don't
slip back into your old self ever again?
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How can you create accountability for yourself?

What else do you need to do on a regular base to stay connected to
your pleausre filled self?

What other small tiny steps help you bring you back into alignment
with your inner power source and pleasure?
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BELIEFS & AFFIRMATIONS 
TO SUPPORT 

YOU LIVING A TURNED-ON LIFE

I am fully embodying my feminine power and essence in
my every day life

 
What is the most pleasurable thing I can do today?

 
I choose pleasure every day!!

 
I create my personal abundance and pleasure from an

infinite source
 

Today i focus on allowing pleasure and turn-on to flow
into my life.

 
Today I celebrate my life and myself!
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